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Let A(r) be the subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra generated by Sq’, i < 2’. We 
determine which A-module indecomposable summands of IF,[x,, . . . . x,] are free 
over A(t) by first showing this to be equivalent to the group theoretic question of 
determining which irreducible modular representations of M,(IF,) (or GL,(IF,)) 
occur as composition factors in the truncated polynomial algebra ff,[x,, . . . . x,1/ 
(XY’, . . . . xx). The second question is then answered. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Consider [F2[x,, . . . . x,], the polynomial ring in n variables over the field 
with two elements. Viewed “algebraically,” this ring is acted on the left by 
the n x n matrices M,(F,), i.e., it is a module over the semigroup ring 
F,[M,(IF,)]. Viewed “topologically,” lF,[x,, . . . . x,] is isomorphic to the 
mod 2 cohomology of the classifying space B(iZ/2)“, and, as such, is a 
module over the graded algebra of cohomology operations, the Steenrod 
algebra A. 
It has recently been becoming clear that these fundamental actions are 
vitally intertwined. To begin with, the actions commute-A##,) acts on 
&Z/2)“, and thus via A-module maps on its cohomology. Much less 
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trivially, J. F. Adams, J. Gunawardena, and H. Miller have shown [l] that 
there is an isomorphism of rings 
End,W,Cx,, . . . . -4) N ~2CM”Fdl. (*) 
This paper discusses some more interrelationships between these two 
actions. We use both finite group theoretic constructions and Steenrod 
algebra “technology” in our proofs-and hope that, rather than discourag- 
ing two independent groups of mathematicians, we may be encouraging an 
exchange of ideas between algebraic topologists and group theorists. 
To explain our main theorem, we first need to describe a 
parameterization of the simple IF,[M,( IF,)] modules. A finite sequence of 
positive integers will be called 2-regular if it is strictly decreasing. We also 
declare the empty sequence to be 2-regular (and denote it by “0”). Then the 
simple [F,[M,(lF,)] modules are parametrized by the 2” 2-regular sequences 
bounded by n. Given such a sequence I= (ir, . . . . i,), we define I(Z) to be t, 
and let F’ be the associated simple lF,[M,([F,)] module. As will be 
explained in Section 3, F’ is constructed to be the “highest” composition 
factor of Ai1 @ .. . @/ii/, where A’ denotes /i’(Q), the ith exterior power of 
the standard module. (Readers of James and Kerber’s book [4] may wish 
to know that the module denoted here by F’ is denoted there by F’, where 
I’ is the partition associated to Z [4, p. 223.) 
Let e,E ff ,[M,(lF,)] be a primitive idempotent chosen so that 
[F,[M,([F,)] e, is a projective cover of F’, an element well defined up to 
conjugacy. By (*) above, e,lF,[x,, . . . . x,] is an indecomposable A-module 
(and an important one: see Remarks 1.3 below). 
Now recall that A is generated by elements Sq’ (of degree i), ia 1. A is, 
in fact, a Hopf algebra and has a beautiful family A(0) c A( 1) c A(2) t ... 
of finite sub-Hopf algebras: A(t) is the subalgebra generated by Sq’, i < 2’. 
Let M, ,(lF,) denote the n x t matrices, a left M,([F,)-set. 
Our main result relates all of these disparate objects. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let I be a 2-regular sequence bounded by n. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) F’ is a composition factor of F,[M,,,(F,)], 
(b) F’ is a composition factor of IF,[x,, . . . . x,,]/(x:‘, . . . . xz), 
(c) eJ2Cxl, . . . . x,] is not free over A(t), 
(d) l(Z) < t. 
As an illustration of the theorem, the extreme sequence is 
Z= (n, n - 1, . . . . 2, l), and F’ is then the Steinberg module for GL,(IF*), with 
singular matrices acting as 0. In this case e,lF*[xi, . . . . x,] was already 
known to be free over A(n - l), by combining the results of [9, 123. 
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Statements (a) and (b) were observed to be equivalent in [S]-the main 
idea being reviewed here in Section 2. The equivalence of these with (c) and 
(d) follows from the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let I= (i,, . . . . i,) be a 2-regular sequence bounded by n. 
Then F’ occurs as a composition factor in [F,[x,, . . . . x,1/(x:‘, . . . . xi’) if and 
only ifs < t. Moreover, IY s ,< t, then the lowest degree in which F’ occurs is 
cj=, ii2j- ‘, where it occurs exactly once. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let eE IF,[M,(IF,)] be an idempotent. Then e[F,[x,, . . . . x,] 
is free over A(t) if and only if elF,[x,, . . . . x,]/(xf , . . . . xi’) = 0. 
Note that by letting t be large in the last statement of Theorem 1.1, we 
obtain the degree of the first occurrence of F’ in lF,[x, , . . . . x,]. This degree 
was recently (and first) found by L. Schwartz [lo], who curiously uses 
deep properties of A in his arguments. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is entirely 
group theoretic, -using constructions as in James and Kerber [4]-and 
occurs in Section 3. 
After a review of the Steenrod algebra in Section 4, Theorem 1.2 is 
proved in Section 5 using the Adams-Margolis criterion (see Theorem 4.3): 
For 0 <s < t, there are elements P;E A with (P;)2 = 0 such that an 
A-module M is free over a sub-Hopf algebra B if and only if the 
“P;-homology groups” H(M; P;) are 0 for all P: E B. Thus, we need 
information about H(lF,[x,, . . . . x,]; Pf) as an lF,[M,(F,)] module. Finding 
Py-homology is easy, and we set up a spectral sequence relating 
Py+ ,-homology to P;-homology to prove what we need in the general case. 
Some of our work is valid for primes other than 2. Indeed, the main 
results of Sections 2 and 3 are stated and proved for all primes. However, 
in Section 6 we discuss why it seems hard to generalize Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2. One major reason is that A*( IF;) and Fp[xl, . . . . x,1/(x<, . . . . xi) are only 
isomorphic when p = 2. We do, though, identify the irreducible com- 
position factors of this latter algebra for all p (Theorem 6.1). 
Remarks 1.3 (topology). (i) Recent work by J. Lannes, S. Zarati, and 
Schwartz [6, 73 has shown that the A-modules e,lFz[x,, . . . . xn] are 
fundamental: The indecomposable injectives in the category of unstable 
A-modules are the modules of the form MO N, where A4 is a Brown-Gitler 
module and N= e,F,[x,, . . . . x,] for some n and Z. 
(ii) Each e,delines a stable wedge summand X(Z) of B(Z/2)“, such that 
H*(X(Z)) = e,lF,[x,, . . . . x,] (see, e.g., [3]). By the Hurewicz theorem, 
Theorem 1.1 calculates the first nonzero homotopy group of X(Z), and thus 
the first occurrence of F’ in @B(Z/2)“), viewed as a Z,[M,(F,)]-module. 
Furthermore, by [S], the Main Theorem determines when K(t)* (X(Z)) # 0, 
where K(t)* is the tth Morava K-theory (at the prime 2). 
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Remarks 1.4 (group theory). (i) As explained in [3, Sect. 61, it is 
easy to pass from results about irreducible F,[M,(F,)] modules to results 
about irreducible F,[GL,( IF,)] modules. In brief, each F’ remains 
irreducible when restricted to GLJIF,), every GL,(lF,) irreducible is the 
restriction of an F’, and the only identifications are 
res,Mtfn(F”,‘)) li resCMi]JF’), 
for 2-regular sequences Z bounded by n - 1. (F” is the determinant 
representation of M,(ff & and F(“gI) N F’Q (det).) 
(ii) Let M,(t, IF,) = { m E M,(IF,) 1 rank(m) < t}. Work in [S] shows 
that [FJMJIF,)] and F,[M,(t, S,)] have the same irreducible modules 
appearing as composition factors. Thus the Main Theorem determines 
which F’ are composition factors of F,[M,(t, IF,)]. 
2. THE pth POWER FILTRATION OF [Fp[xI,...,x,] 
We begin with some notation. Throughout, n is a fixed positive integer 
and p is a fixed prime. 
Notation 2.1. (1) We have graded [F,[M,( IF,)] algebras: 
s = QCXl, .--, &I, 
and 
S(t) = ff,[xf, . ..) xf], 
T(t) = SQ s(t)Ep= [F,cx*, .“, x,l/(xpl, . . . . x<). 
When needed, we indicate degrees by a superscript, e.g., Sd= polynomials 
of degree d. 
(2) Z, J, and K will denote finite sequences of non-negative integers 
ending with a positive integer (including the empty sequence “0” as 
in Section 1). If Z= (ii, . . . . i,), we let Z(Z) = s and vJZ)=~;=i ijp’-‘. 
(l(0) = v,(O) = 0.) 
(3) If Z=(i 1, . . . . i,), we let 
A’ = A”( 5;) Q *. - Q nq IF;), 
and 
T(l)‘=T(l)“@ ... @T(l)&. 
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(A”= z-(1)0= [F,, the one-dimensional M,([F,)-module on which all 
matrices act as 1.) 
(4) Let A4 and N be two [F,[M,(IF,)] modules. We write M< N if 
the irreducible composition factors of M (with multiplicities) are contained 
in those of N. We let MZ N if both M< N and N < M. Note that M< N if 
and only if for all idempotents Ed F,[M,([F,)], 
dim IFp eA4 < dimEp eN. 
Using this notation, we recall some results from [S]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (1) T(s)% T(l)@‘= IF,[M,,(IF,)]. 
(2) TAX @I T(l)‘, with the sum running over Z such that v,(Z) = d 
and 1(Z) Q s. 
(3) Sd x 0, T(l)‘, running over Z such that v,(Z) = d. 
ProoJ Statement (1) was shown in [S]. In brief, the first equivalence 
comes by filtering T(s) by T(t) for t <s: T(s)@),(,, [F, N T(s- 1). Filtering 
the group ring Fp[lF;] by powers of the augmentation ideal shows that 
[F,[ F;] x T( 1). This then implies the second equivalence of (1 ), noting that 
[F,[M,,,(IF,)] N (Fp[F;])@‘. Keeping track of the degrees in the proof of 
(1) yields (2), and letting s be large in (2) yields (3). 1 
Of course, (1) implies the equivalence of (a) and (b) in the Main 
Theorem. 
We note one more result from [S]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [S, Proposition 4.11. The [F,[M,,(IF,)] modules T(l)‘, 
d= 0, ,,., (p - l)n, are all distinct and irreducible. 
When p = 2, T( l)‘j N A“ = Fd, thus T( 1)’ = A’. The odd prime case is 
more interesting, and in Section 6 we will identify T( l)d in terms of the F’ 
notation. 
Remark 2.4. The results in this section generalize to IF,, 4 = pr, 
although Proposition 2.3 needs modification: powers of the Frobenius map 
t+V’ are also involved. 
3. DECOMPOSITIONS OF TENSOR PRODUCTS OF EXTERIOR POWERS 
We begin this section by recalling the construction of the irreducible 
Fp[A4,,(lF,)] modules, following James and Kerber [4, Chap. 8 J as 
extended by Harris and Kuhn [3, Sect. 61. 
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DEFINITIONS 3.1. (1) A (finite, non-negative) sequence is proper if it is 
nonincreasing. 
(2) A proper sequence is p-regular if it is never constant for more 
than p - 1 consecutive entries. 
Note that, if Z is not proper, there is a unique proper sequence .Z having 
the same entries (but reordered), and v,(J) < v,(Z). A proper sequence Z will 
be regarded as specifying the columns of a “Young diagram,” and there is 
an associated row sequence [4, p. 221. 




and has associated row sequence (221). 
Given a proper sequence Z and If,,-vector space V, there is an 
IF,[End( V)] submodule W’(V) c n’(V) (called a “Weyl module”), together 
with a bilinear form c?‘: W’@ W’+ IF,. (We repress “P in the notation 
when it is clear.) An lF,[End(V)] module is then defined by F’= W’/WI, 
where W~={WE W’I@‘(W,U)=OVUE WI}. 
From the construction, it follows that F’(V) = 0 if Z is not bounded by 
dim(V). Also, E, F’(5;) = F/(5;) if m -C n, where E, E M,(ff,) is the matrix 
(3 3 (so that ~J,CWC,H cm = ~,CKA~,)I). 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [3, Sect. 61. { F’(5;) 1 Z is p-regular and bounded by n} 
is the set of irreducible IF,[M,([F,)] modules. 
There is an important partial ordering on proper sequences: 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let Z and J be proper sequences with respective 
associated row sequences (~1,) . .. . a,) and (j3 r, . . . . b,). We say that Z < .Z if 
a,</?,, al+a2<B1+Bz, etc. 
(To compare with [4], let I’ and J’ be the associated row sequences. 
Then I< J in our notation o I’ SI .Z’ in the notation of [4]. Furthermore, 
if Z and J are partitions of the same number, then Z’g.70 Ja Z [4, 
Lemma 1.4.111.) 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf I< J, then 
(1) 40 G l(J) 
(2) v,(Z) G v,(J). 
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We leave the verification of this to the reader. (For (2), he may wish to 
invoke [4, 1.4.101.) 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 3.6. Let I be a p-regular sequence bounded by n, and J any 
proper sequence. Zf F’([F;) is a composition factor of AJ(E;), then I< J. 
Furthermore, F’( I$) occurs precisely once in A’( IF:). 
Note that Theorem 1.1 follows as a consequence: When p = 2, 
7’( 1 )-‘= A-‘, so that Proposition 2.2 shows that F’ occurs as a composition 
factor in T(t)d exactly when F’ occurs in A-’ with I(J)< t and v,(J) =d. 
Theorem 3.6 (and the last lemma) now show that then Z(Z) Q I(J) and 
v2(Z) 6 v,(J), with equality only if Z= J. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 3.6, we note one more useful 
corollary. If Z= (il, . . . . i,) and J = (j, , . . . . j,) are proper partitions, let (I, J) 
denote the proper partition with entries (i,, . . . . i,, j,, . . . . j,), possibly 
reordered. Note that if I’ <I and J’ <J, then (Z’, J’) < (I, J). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let Z, J, and K be p-regular partitions bounded by n. 
(1) Zf F’ is a composition factor of FJQ FK, then I< (J, K). 
(2) Zf (J, K) is again p-regular, then FCJx K, occurs precisely once in 
FJQ FK. 
ProoJ: If F’ occurs in FJQ FK, then it occurs in AJQ AK N ACJaK’, and 
thus I< (J, K) proving (1). For (2), if (J, K) is p-regular, then FCJvK’ occurs 
precisely once in ACAK) N AJQ AK. If FCJyK) were not a composition factor 
of FJQ FK, then it would occur in F-” Q FK’ with either J’ -C J or R < K, so 
that (J’, R) < (J, K), contradicting (1). 1 
Theorem 3.6 will follow from the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let Z be a proper sequence. Then A’(IF;) has a com- 
position series with F’(IFi) as one composition factor, and all others of the 
form FJ(ffa) with J< I. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Every irreducible composition factor of ACi”(iF;) is a 
composition factor of A’(IFi) for some Z< (ip). 
Here (P) denotes the constant sequence (i, . . . . i) of length p. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 assuming Propositions 3.8 and 3.9. We prove the 
theorem by induction on J, using the partial ordering <. The theorem is 
obvious for J= 0. For an arbitrary J, we assume that the theorem has been 
proved for all J’ <J (a finite set with 0 as minimal element). 
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If .Z is not p-regular, Proposition 3.9 implies that every irreducible 
composition factor of AJ is a composition factor of some A” with J’ <J, 
and, by inductive hypothesis, the theorem holds for AJ. 
If J is p-regular, Proposition 3.8 implies that FJ is one irreducible 
composition factor of AJ with the others all being composition factors of 
FJ’, with J’ a proper sequence satisfying J’ < .Z. But Z@’ is a subquotient of 
AJ’, so, by induction, if F’ is an irreducible composition factor of F-“, then 
I< J’. Thus the theorem holds for /1 J. g 
It remains to prove the two propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. With everything viewed as lF,[GL,(F,)] 
modules, this is proved by James and Kerber. To get what we need, we 
review and slightly strengthen their proof. 
Let V=lF;. The following algebras act on I@“‘: [F,[GL,( IF,)], 
FpCMn(~JIT and oIFpy where UFp is a certain algebra of derivations [4, 
p. 3311. 
LEMMA 3.10. Given m E M,(IF,), there exists u E OIF, such that u and m 
have the same action on VBN. 
Proof With M,([F,) replaced by GL,(F,), this is Theorem 8.2.12 of [4]. 
There the result is proved by checking it for m = e,(f) (f E IF, and i # j) 
and m = hi(f) ( - 1 # f E [F,,), where eU( f) = Z + fEg and hi(f) = Z + fE,, 
with E, = (i, j)th elementary matrix. In our case, we also need to check 
m = hi( - 1). But this is, in fact, already done in [4, Theorem 8.2.6(ii)]. m 
COROLLARY 3.11. Every 8, submodule of I/@ N is an M,( [F,)-submodule. 
This, together with the next lemma, completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.8. 
LEMMA 3.12 [4, 8.3.15 and the last sentence of p. 3403. Let Z be a 
proper sequence. Then A’(V) has a O,p-composition series with F’(V) as one 
composition factor, and all others of the form FJ( V) with J< I. 
Proof of Proposition 3.9. We begin with some generalities. Let 
R,(M,([F,)) be the modular representation ring with generators [MI, 
where A4 is an F,[M,(lF,)] module, and relations [M] = [Ml] + [M2] if 
there is an exact sequence 0 + M, + M + M2 + 0. Let R,(GL,(IF,)) be the 
analogous ring for GL,([F,). 
LEMMA 3.13. [M] = [N] in R,(M,([F,)) if and only if [~,A41 = [~,,$t] 
in R,(GL,([F,)) for all m < n. 
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ProoJ We wish to show that the map 
~,(Mrz(~,)) -+ fi ~,(G-Ln(~,)), 
m=O 
sending M to (eoM, . . . . e,M), is injective. Recalling that s,F’(5;) = F’( IF;), 
this is clear from Proposition 3.3 and Remark 1.4(i). 1 
LEMMA 3.14. In R,(M,(IF,)), [Ai( =C, cJA’(lF;)], where the sum is 
over proper sequences Z whose entries sum to ip, and l(Z) < p. Furthermore, 
c(g) = 1. 
Note that this lemma proves Proposition 3.9: It implies that the 
irreducible composition factors of A@“)(5;) are among those in Ai( 5;) and 
A’( 5;) with I# (iJ’) as in the lemma. But for any such Z, I< (i”). 
Proof of Lemma 3.14. Since .s,Ai(ff;)=A’(5;), Lemma 3.13 implies 
that it suffices to prove the identity in R,(GL,(ff,)). For this, it suffices to 
use modular characters. 
Recall that the ith elementary symmetric function ei = e,(xi, . . . . x,) E 
ax i, . . . . x,] is defined by 
l~oeiti= fi (1 +xjt). 
j=l 
If Z= (iI, . . . . i,), we let e, = ei, . . . eb. The character of A i( 5,“) is e,(x, , . . . . x,), 
where x,(g), . . . . x,(g) are the eigenvalues (embedded n C) of a p-regular 
element gc GL,(IF,). Note that {x,(g)p, . . . . x,(g)“} = {xi(g), . . . . x,,,(g)}, so 
that, as functions of g, ei(xi, . . . . x”,) = e,(x,, . . . . x,) (i.e., [#“Ai(5,“)] = 
[Ai( IF;)]). Thus, it sufices to show 
LEMMA 3.15. In Z[x,, . . . . xm], e,(x{, . . . . x”,) =C c,e,, where the sum is 
over proper sequences Z whose entries sum to ip, and l(Z) < p. Furthermore, 
c(p) = 1. 
Proof: If Z= (i,, . . . . i,), let II) = il + ... + i,. Recall that a basis for the 
symmetric polynomials of degree d is given by (eII Z is proper and II) = d). 
Thus, there exist C,E Z such that e,(x{. . . . . x”,) =&,, =ip c,e,. We need to 
check that cCip) = 1 and c, = 0 if Z(Z) 2 p. 
To check this, it suffices to view the polynomials as being in the larger 
ring Z[o] [xi, . . . . x,], where w is a primitive pth root of unity. Let 
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or, . . . . o, E Z[o] be defined so that 1 + xp = I-I{= i (1 + okx). Then we 
have 
5 e,(x;, . . . . x”,) tip= fi (1 +xjV) 
i=O j=O 
= fi fi (l+o,x,t) 
j=Ok=l 
= fi fi (1 +xj@Qt) 
k=lj=O 
= fi (5 eiw;fi). 
k=l i=O 
Equating coefficients of tip now yields the lemma, noting that 
C(P) = (01 . ..op)L l’= 1. 1 
Remark 3.16. Our work here shows that there is an isomorphism of 
rings R,(M,(F,)) N iz[n’, A2, n3, . ..]/Z., where Z, is generated by ni for 
i > n, and the relations given by Lemma 3.14. The set ( [A’] 1 Z is p-regular 
and bounded by n} is an additive basis. Finally, Rp(GL,([Fp)) = 
RpWn(~pW( Cn”l”- ’ - 1). 
4. A REVIEW OF THE STEENROD ALGEBRA 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 1.2, in this section we recall 
basic material about A and its action on IFz[xl, . . . . x,]. In particular, we 
define the P;‘s and compute their action on monomials. As a general 
reference, we refer readers to Chapter 18 of Switzer’s book [ 111. 
The action of A on [F,[x,, . . . . x,] is determined by (1) and (2): 
(1) (Unstable condition). For x E IF,[x, , . . . . x,], 
if deg(x) = k 
if deg(x) < k. 
(2) (Cartan formula). For x, ye IF,[x,, . . . . x,], 
%kh4 = c &t(x) e(Y) 
i+j=k 
(with the convention that Sq” = 1). 
This is a highly nontrivial action-in fact, A could be defined as the 
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universal graded algebra generated by Sq’, i b 1, satisfying (1) and (2) for 
all n. 
If I= (i,, . . . . i,), let Sq’= Sq” ... Sqis. A sequence I= (il, . . . . i,) is 
admissible if i, >.2i,, . . . . i,-, 2 2i,. It is classical that the set {Sq’: I is 
admissible} is a basis for A. 
The Steenrod algebra becomes a Hopf algebra with coproduct given by 
ASqk= c Sq’@Sq’. 
i+j=k 
J. Milnor discovered the structure of its dual A,: Using the admissible 
sequence basis for A, let r, be dual to Sq2’-’ .. . Sq4Sq2Sq’, an element of 
degree 2’ - 1. Then there is an algebra isomorphism 
DEFINITION 4.1. Using the monomial basis for A .+ , let P; E A be dual to 
<y, an element of degree 2”(2’- 1). 
Ifs < t, then (P;)2 = 0 [8, p. 2321, and thus we can define “Pjhomology 
groups”: 
DEFINITION 4.2. If M is a A-module, and s < t, let 
H(M,P;)=Ker{P;:M-,M)/Im{P;:M+M). 
THEOREM 4.3 (Adam-Margolis) [8, Theorem 19.61. Let B be a sub- 
Hopf algebra of A. Then a B-module M is free over B if and only if 
H(M; P:) = 0 for all P; E B with s < t. 
We end this section by deriving the basic formula: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The action of the Pys on lF,[x,, . . . . x,] is given by 
P;( XT’ . ..xgh)= 
i,+ ..z,,=,fi, (Tjxf(21-1J+nr. 
Proof: We begin with an easily derived lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5 [ 11, Proposition 18.183. For any a E A, in IF2[xI, . . . . x,] we 
have 
4x1 .--x,)= C (a, <,)x:” . ..xf. 
I== (I,, ..,, fm) 
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In this formula, 5, denotes <,, ... rr,, and ( , ) is the duality pairing 
between A and A,. 
Recalling that P; is dual to <y, this lemma implies 
COROLLARY 4.6. P;(xl . ..xm)=(xl ...x,).CxjZI’- . ..x$‘. with the 
sum ranging over subsets {j, , . . . . j,$} c { 1, . . . . m } of cardinality 2”. 
Now suppose that m = m, + ... + m,. For i = 1, . . . . n, let 
di: Z/2-+ (Z/2)“‘, denote the diagonal, and let A: (Z/2)“+ (Z/2)m be 
A=A,x ... xd,. A is a homomorphism of groups, and the induced map 
in cohomology 
A*: F,[x,, . . . . x,] + F,[x,, . . . . x,] 
is an A-module map satisfying A *(x1 . . . x,) = x7’ . . . x?. 
Thus, Corollary 4.6 implies that 
C(xT’ . ..x~)=~(A*(x. . ..x.)) 
= A*(pS(x, . ..x.)) 
= (x;t’ . . .xF) .I A*($,‘- . . .x?‘-l) J2$ 
= (x;t’ . ..xF) 
This verifies Proposition 4.4. 
5. THE ~-HOMOLOGY OF lF2[x,,...,x,] 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 using the Adams-Margolis 
criterion. 
In the notation of Section 2, our basic P;-homology result is 
THEOREM 5.1. As F,[M,(F,)]-modules, we have 
(1) H(S;P~)~T(t-I), 
(2) H(S; P;) < T(s + t - 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 assuming Theorem 5.1. The elements P”, E A(t) are 
those with s + u < t + 1 [8, p. 2351. If eS is free over A(t), then 
0 = Z-I(eS; Py+ 1) = eH(S; Pp, 1) = eT(t), 
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using Theorem 5.1( 1). For the converse, Theorem 5.1(2) shows that for 
s+u-1 <t we have 
dim er(t) 2 dim eT(s + u - 1) > dim H(eS; P”,). 
Thus e7’(t) = 0 implies that H(eS; P”,) = 0 for all s + u < t + 1, so that eS is 
free over A(t). 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1( 1). As it is dual to an indecomposable, Pp is 
primitive in A. Thus Pp acts as a derivation on [F,[x,, . . . . x,]. The Kunneth 
formula then implies that H(lF,[x,, . . . . x,]; Pp) N @;= 1 H(lF,[xi]; Pp), as 
graded algebras. Let B,c 2,~ lF,[x,, . . . . x,] be the Ppboundaries and 
cycles. It is easy to use Proposition 4.4 to check that Z, = tF,[x:] and 
B, = (xf’), so that H(S, Py) 1: T(t - 1) as algebras. 
We need to check that this isomorphism is an isomorphism of 
lF,[M,([F,)] modules. Since both H(S; Pp) and T(t- 1) are M,(IF,)- 
algebras, it suffices to check that the isomorphism is right on generators, 
i.e., that H’(S; Py) is the standard module. But in this degree 
H( S; Py) = Z,, which visibly contains (x:, .,., xi ) N (xi, . . . . x, ). u 
We begin to work toward Theorem 5.1(2). 
LEMMA 5.2. (S(s), Pi) is a subcomplex of (S, P;), and the 2’-power map 
induces an isomorphism of differential F,[M,( F,)]-algebras 
(S, pw S(s), q. 
Proof This is immediate from the basic formula Proposition 4.4, 
remembering that if 2” 1 m, then (T) = 0 mod 2 unless 2” 1 i. 1 
The key to this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. There exists a spectral sequence of F,[M,(ff,)]- 
modules converging to H(S; P;), with 
E’ N H(S(s); P;) @ T(s). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1(2) assuming the Proposition. Note that E” GE’ 
for any spectral sequence of lF,[M,(lF,)]-modules. In our case, 
E”Z H(S; P;), and E’ N T(t - l)@ Z’(s)= T(s+ t- 1) by the last lemma, 
Theorem 5.1(l), and Proposition 2.2( 1). 1 
In constructing our spectral sequence, it is handy to use the following 
notation: R = S(s), d = p:, and 1x1 = degree of x E S. Note that S//R = T(s) 
(where S//R = S@)R IF,). 
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Let F,S= R-module generated by XE S with 1x1 <m. This gives an 
increasing filtration of S by F,[M,(ff ,)I-modules: 
Proposition 5.3 will follow once we verify: 
(5.4) There is an isomorphism of F,[M,(F,)]-modules ,E R@S//R 
2 @(S), 
(5.5) F,,,S is a subcomplex of S, and 
(5.6) under the isomorphism of (5.4), d@ 1: R Q S//R + R Q S/R 
corresponds to E’(d): E’(S) + E’(S). 
To prove these, we first define 8. Let CL: R@ S + S be multiplication 
p(rQs)=rs. Let S,=@ dGm Sd. Then ~1 restricts to an epimorphism of 
F2[M,( F,)] modules p: R @ S, + F,,, S, and this, in turn, induces an 
F,[M,(F,)]-module map 
ji:RQ(S//R)“+F,,,S/F,,-,S=EO,(S). 
This map is clearly surjective, and injectivity follows routinely from the fact 
that S is a free R-module: S is free on the set 
B= {x,1 --.xFIO<m,<2”Vk}. 
More generally, F,,,S is a free R-module with basis B, = 
{x E B 1 1x1 < m >. We use this basis, together with Proposition 4.4, to prove 
(5.5) and (5.6). 
LEMMA 5.7. If x E B,, then dx E F,,- 2pS. 
Proof By Proposition 4.4, d(x;ll . . . xp) is the sum of monomials of the 
form n;=, ~f~‘+(“‘k-~k), where ii + ... + i, = 2”. Recalling that s c t, such a 
monomial will be in F,,-21S, where m=m,+ a.. +m,. 1 
LEMMA 5.8. p: R @ S + S is a map of complexes, i.e., if r E R and s E S, 
then d(u) = (dr)s + r(ds). 
Proof. It suffices to check this on a set of algebra generators for R, say 
r E (xy, . . . . xf}. By symmetry of the formula of Proposition 4.4, we can 
assume that r = XT. Thus we just need to show that 
P.f(x:‘P) = P:(x:“) XM + x:“PS(x”) 
481/121/2-9 
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for all M= (m,, . . . . m,), where x”’ denotes x7’ . . .x2. This follows 
immediately from Proposition 4.4, noting that, module 2, 
(“:“)=(T) for i<2”, and (“~“)=(~)+I. 1 
Proof of (5.5). We need to show that if r E R and XE B,, then 
d(rx)E F,S. Using the lemmas, we have that r(dx)E F, -2sS, so that 
d(rx) = (dr)x + r(dx) is in F,S. 1 
Proof of (5.6). We are claiming that there is a commutative diagram 





R 0 WIW" ’ b F,,,S/F,,-,S. 
To see this, we use the lemmas to check that p((d@ l)(r@x)) =d(p(rOx)) 
modF,_,S,forrERandxEB,:~((d~l)(r6x))=(dr)x~(dr)x+r(dx) 
=d(rx)=d(p(r@x)) modF,,-,S. 1 
Remark 5.9. There will, in general, be higher differentials in the 
spectral sequence of Proposition 5.3. A simple example is the differential 
detecting the calculation P$(xy) = x4y4 in IF,[x, y]. Note that xy~ FzS 
while P:(xy) E FOS, illustrating Lemma 5.7. 
6. SOME ODD CALCULATIONS 
We begin this section by discussing, for an odd prime p, the group 
theoretic question answered for p = 2 by Theorem 1.1: Which irreducible 
[F,[M,(IF,)] modules occur as composition factors in the truncated 
polynomial algebra T(t)? 
By Proposition 2.2, we just need to determine which modules occur in 
T(1)’ where Z(Z)< t. Our first result solves this problem when t= 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let d=a(p-1)-t-b with O,<b<p-1. Then T(l)d~ 
Fqd) where Z(d) = ((a + l)b, ap-leb). 
Pictorially, the Young diagram of Z(d) has “a” rows of length p - 1, one 
row of length b, and thus precisely d notes. 
The proof uses duality of G-modules. Recall that if V is a left G-module, 
V* can be given a left G-module structure via (g . a)(u) = a(g-’ . u) for 
UE V, aE V*, and gEG. 
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DEFINITION 6.2. If Z= (i,, . . . . i,) is a p-regular sequence and 
t=a(p-l)+b withO<b<p-1, let Z#=(nP-‘-‘,,-i,,...,n-i,). 
Pictorially, the Young diagram of I# is the complement of Z inside an n 
by r array, where r is the first multiple of (p - 1) at least as large as Z(Z). 
LEMMA 6.3. (1) Ix is p-regular, and F(“)’ N F’ as ff,[GL,(IF,)]- 
modules. 
(2) ZfZ<J, then Ix <J#. 
(3) Zfd<n(p- l), Fed)” N F’(n(p-l)--d) as [F,[GL,([F,)]-modul. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. (1) [(A’)*] = [A’“] in Rp(GL,(IFp)). 
(2) (F’)* N F’# as BBIGL,(IFp)] modules. 
Proof: Using the results of Section 3, (2) follows from (l), using the 
partial ordering on proper sequences. To prove (1 ), we check characters. 
The character of (,4’)* is e,(x;‘, . . . . xi’), and using the identity 
(x1 . . . x,)P- l = 1 ((det)P-l = 1) we compute 
icoei(x;l,...,x;‘)t’= fi (l+x;-‘t) 
j=l 
= 
6, . ..x.)P-2 fi (Xj+t) 
j=l 
Comparing coefficients of t’, we conclude that e,(x;‘, . . . . x; ‘) = e;-*enmi. 
Thus, if Z= (i,, . . . . i,) and t=a(p-l)+b with O<b<p-1, then 
edx; I, . . . . x;1)=e$P-2)‘e,-i, -..enpi,=e,c since (p-2)tr(p-2)bz 
p-1-bmodp-1. [ 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We proceed by induction on n. Thus, to avoid 
confusion, we let Sf and T(1): respectively denote the degree d parts of 
E,Cx, 9 -*-, x,1 and ~,Cx,, . . . . x,ll(xp, . . . . x;). Also recall that T( 1): is known 
to be irreducible (Proposition 2.3). 
When n=l and OSd<p-1, it is easy to verify that T(l);‘- 
Sf N fq 5,). 
Now assume the theorem is true for n - 1, n > 2. Then a,- i T(l),” N 
T(l):-, ‘Y F’@‘)([F;-l). For O<d< (n- l)(p- l), this implies that 
T( 1 ),” N Flcd)( iFi), as desired. 
For (n-l)(p-l)<d<n(p-l), we note that E,-iT(l)t=O, SO that 
T( 1): 1: F’(5;) for some sequence Z beginning with n. It follows that T(1): 
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will be completely specified as an IF,[M,([F,)] module if we can determine 
it as an lF,[GL,(F,)] module. For this we use duality: The obvious map 
s;@,y;Cp-l)--+s;(~-l) induces a nondegenerate pairing T( 1 )f@ 
T(l)p--)-d+ T(ly$-1)2: [F,, showing that T(l): N (T( l)$p- ljed)*, as 
G&,(5,)-modules. Thus T(l):% (F’(“(P-‘)-d))* zF’(‘(P-‘)~~)’ N Ffcd’. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete. 1 
The problem of generalizing Theorem 1.1 to odd primes is now seen to 
be that of recognizing which P’([F;) occur in 
F’(dl)( 5;) @ * . . @ F”dS’( IF;), 
with s < t. We have not been able to solve this and offer the following 
example as an illustration of the difficulty. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. For n = p = 3, we have Table I. We briefly describe the 
techniques used to derive this table. The t = 1 line is determined by 
Theorem 6.1. Then, all but the six sequences (2), (3), (3, l), (3*, 2), (3,2*), 
and (3, l*) could be placed by using Corollary 3.7, e.g., Fc3* *- ‘) occurs in 
Fc3,*‘@F . (**‘) By restricting to n =2, (2) could be placed, and since 
(3, 1) # = (2), (3, 1) could also. 
Unfortunately, to place the remaining four sequences essentially the 
whole product T( 1) @ T( 1) was computed, e.g., F(‘*‘)@ F(l) w F(‘*‘sl) + 
FcZT1’+ Fc3). For brevity we omit this work (but see [2] for similar 
calculations). 
Finally, we remark that generalizing Theorem 1.2 to odd primes also 
seems frought with difficulty. First, one has to decide whether to study the 
A-module H*(BT”) = ff,[y,, . . . . y,] or H*(B(Z/p)“) = A[x,, . . . . x,] @I 
~,CY,, . . . . y,] where JxiJ = 1 and (yil = 2. Second, one has to check 
“homology groups” corresponding to elements Q, and P; with (Q,)‘= 
(P;)“=O. It is not hard to check that H(H*(B(H/p)“); Q,) N T(t), but even 
the calculation of H(H*(BT”); Pp) as an IF,[M,(IF,)] module remains 
elusive. 
TABLE I 
t I such that F’ first occurs in T(t) 
0 0 
1 (11, (12b (2, 11, (22), (3921, (3*) 
2 (2), (31, (3, l), (2, 12), (22, lb v*, 1% (3,2,1X (3*, lb 
(392, 1*x (32, 12X (3,2*, 1x (32, 2, 11, (32, 2*1 
3 (32, 21, (3, .2*1, (3, 12X (3,22, 12), (32,2, 1% (3*, 22,1), 
(32,22,12) 
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